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State grain marketing policy and farmer behaviour

Government grain marketing policy has an important impact on farmers’ production
behaviour, which, in turn, directly tests government grain marketing policy. In 1998, the
Chinese government issued a new grain marketing policy package. What have been
farmers’ reactions to the new package? This paper uses farmer household grain production
and marketing survey data for 1,000 farmer households from the five provinces of
Shandong, Henan, Jiangxi, Jilin and Sichuan for the period 1999–2000 to analyse farmers’
reactions to the new grain marketing policy. The study focuses on farmers’ grain
marketing channels and changes in grain production in terms of grain-sown areas and
grain production inputs. The farmer household survey was conducted jointly by the
Department of Policy and Law, Chinese Ministry of Agriculture (MOA), and the Chinese
Economies Research Centre (CERC), Adelaide University, Australia, and was sponsored
by the Australian Council for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR).

Grain marketing channels and prices

Because of successive grain harvests since the late 1990s, farmers in China’s main grain
production areas have encountered difficulties in selling grain. Low grain market prices
affect not only farmers’ income but also grain production stability. To make sales easier,
increase farmers’ income and boost farmers’ enthusiasm for grain production, the State
Council issued a ‘Decision on Deepening the Reform of the Grain Marketing System’ in
May 1998. The document called for efforts to be made to promote the reform of the grain
marketing system, with ‘three policies and one reform’ as its key elements, as outlined
below.

According to the first policy, state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises were
required to purchase farmers’ surplus grain at the protection price, without limit.
Individual, private and other enterprises, on the other hand, were prohibited from
purchasing grains directly from farmers in rural areas.

The second policy required state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises to sell
grain at a reasonable price, based on the purchase price plus reasonable charges, with the
smallest possible profits. They also had to set the retail price by themselves and take
responsibility for their own profits and losses.

The third policy called for the enclosed operation of the grain purchase fund. In order
to avoid IOUs in grain purchase, grain purchase and storage enterprises had to be
supervised and thus prevented from diverting the grain purchase fund to other purposes.
The grain purchase fund was to be supplied and managed by means of ‘connecting storage
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and loans’ and ‘returning money after the sales of grains’, ensuring that all principle and
interest on loans were returned to the Agricultural Development Bank immediately after
the sales of grains.

According to the reform element of the package, state-owned grain enterprises should
transform their management mechanisms, become market-oriented and assume sole
responsibility for their own profits and losses.

The aforementioned grain marketing policy was implemented in 1998. In 1999, the
Chinese government decided that from the beginning of the 2000 grain marketing season
the spring wheat in the northeast, the early-season indica rice in the south and the wheat in
the southern reaches of the Yangzi River would be dropped from the protection-prices list.
While these grain varieties would not be withdrawn from the protection-prices list in 1999,
the protection price level would be reduced by a large margin. The actual measures to be
taken would be determined by provincial governments according to their particular
situations. Based on the central government’s policy, several provinces, in 1999, unified
the quota purchase price (which is higher than the protection price) and the protection
price in order to use the protection price. As a result, the actual grain purchase price fell.
The following section uses the survey data to analyse the marketing channels and prices of
farmers’ grain sales in 1999 and 2000.

Marketing situations of wheat and corn in Shandong province

The main grain crops in Shandong are wheat and corn. In terms of grain marketing, out of
the 200 sample households, 176 households sold wheat in 1999, with an average of 702
kilograms per household. In 2000, 162 households sold wheat, with an average of 919
kilograms per household. The marketing channels and prices of farmers’ wheat sales are
presented in Table 1.

Table 1 shows, first, that most farmer households had grain quota purchase tasks,
accounting for 95.5 per cent and 88.3 per cent of the total number of wheat selling farmer
households in 1999 and 2000 respectively. The number of farmer households that sold
wheat at protection price, however, was very small. In 1999, 25 households, or 14.1 per
cent of wheat-selling households, sold wheat at protection price. In 2000, the number of
households that sold wheat at protection price dropped to only 2, or 1.2 per cent of wheat-
selling households. In contrast, the proportion of households that sold wheat at market
price was 60.5 per cent and 64.8 per cent in 1999 and 2000 respectively. In 1999, the
quantity per household of wheat sold at market price was three times greater than that sold
at protection price, and in 2000 the figure rose to more than 20 times. In 1999 and 2000,
the quantity of wheat sold at market price exceeded the total quantity of wheat sold at
quota purchase price and protection price. This is basically consistent with the findings of
our rural investigation, that is, that the policy of ‘purchasing farmers’ surplus grains at
protection price without limit’ was relatively well implemented in 1998, poorly
implemented in 1999 and basically unimplemented in 2000. This means that farmers did
not benefit from the protection price and therefore that the protection price policy did not
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play the role expected of it, that is of making it easier for farmers to sell grains, and
stabilising and sustaining grain market price. This is also one of the main reasons for the
long-lasting low prices in China’s domestic grain market.

Second, grain dealers played an important role in grain marketing. In 1999, 30 per cent
of households sold wheat to grain dealers and, on average, each household sold 2.6 times
more wheat to grain dealers than to state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises. In
2000, 38 per cent of households sold wheat to grain dealers and, on average, each
household sold 4.2 times more wheat to grain dealers than to state-owned grain purchase
and storage enterprises. Thus, the government policy target of a monopoly of rural grain
purchase markets by state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises has not been
achieved.

Third, in both 1999 and 2000, 39 households sold wheat at country fairs, accounting
for 22 per cent of wheat-selling households in 1999 and 24 per cent in 2000. This implies
that the role of country fairs in grain marketing is seriously constrained under the current
policy of allowing only the state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises to directly
purchase grains in the rural areas.

In terms of corn marketing, of the 200 survey samples, 144 households in 1999 and
136 households in 2000 sold corn, with an average quantity of 861 kilograms and 1,115
kilograms per household respectively. The marketing channels and prices of farmers’ corn
sales are presented in Table 2.

Table 2 shows, first, that corn was mainly sold at market price. Of the 144 households
and 136 households that sold corn in 1999 and 2000 respectively, 130 households and 135
households sold at market price, and the quantity of corn per household sold at market
price was 14.6 times and 14.2 times greater than that sold at quota purchase price.

Table 1 Wheat marketing channels and prices in Shandong, 1999–2000

1999 2000
Marketing channels and prices Number of Sales per Number of Sales per

households  household (kg)  households household (kg)
Number of households selling wheat 176 702 162 919
At quota purchase prices 169 247 143 236
At protection prices 25 260 2 53
At market prices 107 783 105 1,085
To state-owned grain enterprises 159 273 143 238
To grain processing enterprises 3 937 6 1,181
To grain dealers 53 983 63 1,253
At country fairs 39 534 39 772

Source: Household survey data.
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Second, grain dealers and country fairs were the main marketing channels for corn
sales. In 1999 and 2000, the majority of farmer households sold their corn to grain dealers
and at country fairs, and the quantity of corn per household sold through these two
marketing channels was far larger than that sold to state-owned grain purchase and storage
enterprises. This implies that the market is the main channel for corn marketing in
Shandong.

Marketing situations of wheat and corn in Henan

Henan is also a main wheat and corn production province. In 1999 and 2000, of the 200
survey sample households, 197 households and 193 households sold wheat, with an
average quantity of 883 kilograms and 1,108 kilograms per household. The marketing
channels and prices of farmers’ wheat sale are presented in Table 3.

Henan is one of the main wheat production areas in China. Most farmer households
usually have wheat quota purchase tasks and sell wheat to state-owned grain purchase and
storage enterprises at protection price. Table 3, however, shows, first, that the number of
households selling wheat at quota purchase price dropped from 190 in 1999 to 129 in
2000. Second, in both 1999 and 2000, the number of households selling wheat at
protection price was less than half the total number of wheat-selling households. In
contrast, the number of households selling wheat at market price was higher than the
number selling wheat at protection price. Third, the quantity of wheat per household sold
at market price was larger than the combined quantity of wheat sold at quota purchase
price and protection price. This implies that the implementation of the protection price
policy was far from desirable.

Grain dealers play an important role in wheat marketing. In 1999 and 2000, farmers
sold more wheat to grain dealers than to state-owned grain purchase and storage
enterprises.

Table 2 Corn marketing channels and prices in Shandong, 1999–2000

1999 2000
Marketing channels and prices Number of Sales per Number of Sales per

households household (kg) households household (kg)
Number of households selling corn 144 861 136 1,133
At quota purchase prices 19 69 9 74
At protection prices 2 325 - -
At market prices 130 1,078 135 1,142
To state-owned grain enterprises 22 146 9 74
To grain processing enterprises 2 625 - -
To grain dealers 78 1,295 75 1,335
At country fairs 50 759 53 772

Source: Household survey data.
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In terms of corn marketing, of the 200 sample households, 78 households and 100
households sold corn in 1999 and 2000 respectively, with an average quantity of 1,113
kilograms and 1,304 kilograms per household. The marketing channels and prices of
farmers’ corn sale are presented in Table 4.

According to Table 4, corn was sold at market price and farmers sold corn mainly to
grain dealers and at country fairs, and state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises
did not purchase corn from farmers.

Marketing situations of corn and rice in Jilin

Corn is the main grain crop in Jilin, though in some areas rice is also grown. Of the 200
sample households, 179 households and 161 households sold corn in 1999 and 2000
respectively, with an average of 6,790 kilograms and 4,350 kilograms per household. The
marketing channels and prices of farmers’ corn sale are presented in Table 5.

Table 3 Wheat marketing channels and prices in Henan, 1999–2000

1999 2000
Marketing channels and prices Number of Sales per Number of Sales per

households household (kg) households household (kg)
Number of households selling wheat 197 883 193 1,108
At quota purchase prices 190 268 129 281
At protection prices 78 411 89 404
At market prices 77 1,103 91 1,423
To state-owned grain enterprises 197 420 187 518
To grain processing enterprises 5 508 6 650
To grain dealers 58 1,216 71 1,481
At country fairs 19 954 13 594

Source: Household survey data.

Table 4 Corn marketing channels and prices in Henan, 1999–2000

1999 2000
Marketing channels and prices Number of Sales per Number of Sales per

households household (kg) households household (kg)
Number of households selling corn 78 1,113 100 1,304
At quota purchase prices - - - -
At protection prices - - - -
At market prices 77 1,103 99 1,302
To state-owned grain enterprises 1 2,400 - -
To grain processing enterprises 4 3,088 2 425
To grain dealers 38 938 62 1,672
At country fairs 31 989 29 749

Source: Household survey data.
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According to Table 5, the number of households selling corn at quota purchase price
decreased by 19 households from 1999 to 2000, while the number selling at protection
price decreased by 49 households. The number of households selling corn at market price,
on the other hand, increased by 38 households from 1999 to 2000. In terms of marketing
channels, the number of households selling corn to state-owned grain purchase and storage
enterprises declined by 74 households from 1999 to 2000, while the quantity per
household of corn sold to state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises declined
from 5,873 kilograms to 3,027 kilograms. In contrast, both the number of households
selling corn to grain dealers and at country fairs and the quantity per household of corn
sold to grain dealers and at country fairs increased considerably. This implies that the role
of the market in corn marketing in Jilin has increased, and also that that the policy of
monopoly of rural grain purchase markets by state-owned grain purchase and storage
enterprise should be readjusted appropriately.

Table 5 Corn marketing channels and prices in Jilin, 1999–2000

1999 2000
Marketing channels and prices Number of Sales per Number of Sales per

households household (kg) households household (kg)
Number of households selling corn 179 6,790 161 4,350
At quota purchase prices 84 2,173 65 1,400
At protection prices 117 6,743 68 2,562
At market prices 59 4,417 97 4,501
To state-owned grain enterprises 162 5,873 88 3,027
To grain processing enterprises 5 6,060 1 350
To grain dealers 52 4,358 73 5,000
At country fairs 4 1,775 27 2,544

Source: Household survey data.

Table 6 Rice marketing channels and prices in Jilin, 1999–2000

1999 2000
Marketing channels and prices Number of Sales per Number of Sales per

households household (kg) households household (kg)
Number of households selling rice 67 2,010 71 1,800
At quota purchase prices 15 922 32 1,061
At protection prices 52 1,845 49 1,288
At market prices 13 1,508 20 1,579
To state-owned grain enterprises 63 1,740 62 959
To grain processing enterprises 11 1,987 - -
To grain dealers 2 750 4 1,025
At country fairs 1 1,750 14 1,849

Source: Household survey data.
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Table 6 presents the marketing situation of rice in Jilin in 1999–2000. Of the 200
sample households, 67 households in 1999 and 71 households in 2000 sold rice, with an
average of 2,010 kilograms and 1,800 kilograms per household.

According to Table 6, rice in Jilin was sold mainly at quota purchase price and
protection price, and farmers sold rice mainly to state-owned grain enterprises. The main
reason for this pattern is that Jilin produces high-quality japonica rice. The market demand
for high quality japonica rice is high, and so the state-owned grain purchase and storage
enterprises have a good incentive to market it. This also implies that, in the current
situation of aggregate grain supply exceeding aggregate grain demand, high-quality grains
still have good market prospects.

Marketing situation of rice in Jiangxi

Jiangxi is one of China’s main rice production provinces. Of the 200 sample households,
165 households in 1999 and 169 households in 2000 sold rice, with an average of 2,439
kilograms and 2,498 kilograms per household respectively. Table 7 presents the marketing
channels and prices of farmers’ rice sales in Jiangxi in 1999 and 2000.

As Table 7 shows, from 1999 to 2000, the number of households selling rice at quota
purchase price and protection price decreased. In contrast, the number of households
selling rice at market price increased. In terms of marketing channels, the number of
households selling rice to state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises decreased,
while the number of households selling rice to grain processing enterprises and grain
dealers increased.

Table 7 shows, first, that the policy of unlimited purchase of farmers’ surplus grain at
protection price was better implemented in 1999 than it was in 2000. Second, the role of
state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises in grain marketing has become smaller.
Third, grain dealers have an irreplaceable role in grain marketing and must not be ignored.

Table 7 Rice marketing channels and prices in Jiangxi, 1999–2000

1999 2000
Marketing channels and prices Number of Sales per Number of Sales per

households household (kg) households household (kg)
Number of households selling rice 165 2,439 169 2,498
At quota purchase prices 139 809 67 512
At protection prices 115 1,459 102 1,960
At market prices 89 1,472 112 1,662
To state-owned grain enterprises 156 1,937 130 1,848
To grain processing enterprises 16 1,253 40 1,673
To grain dealers 44 1,600 69 1,663
At country fairs 18 540 1 250

Source: Household survey data.
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Fourth, grain processing enterprises have increasingly played a role in reducing farmers’
difficulties in selling grains. Fifth, the role of country fairs in grain marketing has been
constrained by the prohibitions on private enterprises and individuals purchasing grain
directly from farmers in the countryside.

Grain marketing situation in Sichuan

The main grain crops in Sichuan are wheat and rice. As Table 8 shows, of the 200 sample
households, 176 households in 1999 and 154 households in 2000 sold wheat, with an
average of 123 kilograms and 128 kilograms per household respectively.

Table 8 reveals that state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises were the main
buyers of wheat. Farmers sold wheat mainly to state-owned grain purchase and storage
enterprises at quota purchase price, the main reason for this being that in Sichuan farmers
grow wheat mainly in order to fulfil the wheat purchase quota and for own consumption.
Table 9 presents the marketing information of rice in Sichuan.

Table 8 Wheat marketing channels and prices in Sichuan, 1999–2000

1999 2000
Marketing channels and prices Number of Sales per Number of Sales per

households household (kg) households household (kg)
Number of households selling wheat 176 123 154 128
At quota purchase prices 167 67 128 80
At protection prices 8 133 31 70
At market prices 28 144 21 245
To state-owned grain enterprises 172 99 146 97
To grain processing enterprises - - - -
To grain dealers 1 70 11 350
At country fairs 25 152 12 135

Source: Household survey data.

Table 9 Rice marketing channels and prices in Sichuan, 1999–2000

1999 2000
Marketing channels and prices Number of Sales per Number of Sales per

households household (kg) households household (kg)
Number of households selling rice 151 188 141 289
At quota purchase prices 145 93 96 124
At protection prices 2 40 37 254
At market prices 29 325 25 503
To state-owned grain enterprises 147 134 134 203
To grain processing enterprises - - 3 200
To grain dealers 1 1,500 9 689
At country fairs 26 278 19 384

Source: Household survey data.
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According to Table 9, the main marketing channel for rice in Sichuan was the state-
owned grain purchase and storage enterprises. The number of households selling rice to
state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises at quota purchase price declined from
1999 to 2000. On the other hand, the quantity per household of rice sold to the state-
owned grain purchase and storage enterprises at quota purchase price increased, implying
that the rice quota purchase task has gradually come to be concentrated in a small number
of large rice-producing farmer households. The main reason for this is that many rural
labourers from Sichuan go to other provinces to work.

Changes in farmers’ grain production behaviour

In a situation of aggregate grain supply exceeding aggregate grain demand, farmers’ main
goal in grain production has shifted from increased output to increased income. This is
especially so in areas where grain is farmers’ main source of income. Because the 1998
grain marketing policy was not well implemented, the market price of grain has constantly
remained low. This has inevitably had some impact on farmers’ grain production
behaviour, including in relation to grain-sown areas and grain production inputs.

Impact on grain-sown areas

Tables 10–14 show the grain-sown areas of the sample households in five provinces
during the period 1998–2000. The tables reveal two interesting trends. First, the number of
households engaged in grain production remained relatively stable during the period 1998–
2000. Second, the area of grain-sown land per household also remained relatively stable
during the period 1998–2000, although it did decrease in some provinces in 2000. Several
points may be made here. First, the comparative advantage in the main grain production
areas is still in grain production. Second, opportunities for farmers’ to participate in off-
farm and non-grain production activities have been few, and grain production has

Table 10 Main grain-sown areas in Shandong, 1998–2000

Wheat Corn
Number of Total area Average area Number of Total area Average area
households sown (mu1) sown per households sown (mu) sown per

household (mu) household (mu)
1998 199 760.15 3.82 193 742.80 3.85
1999 196 758.80 3.87 191 750.80 3.93
2000 195 625.25 3.34 195 732.05 3.75

Note: 1 1 mu = 0.0667 hectares = 0.1647 acres
Source: Household survey data.
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Table 11 Main grain-sown areas in Henan, 1998–2000

Wheat Corn
Number of Total area Average area Number of Total area Average area
households sown (mu) sown per households sown (mu) sown per

household (mu) household (mu)
1998 200 1,225.11 6.13 198 624.84 3.16
1999 199 1,265.65 6.36 197 672.04 3.41
2000 197 1,253.30 6.36 187 625.25 3.34

Source: Household survey data.

Table 12 Main grain-sown areas in Jilin, 1998–2000

Corn Rice
Number of Total area Average area Number of Total area Average area
households sown (mu) sown per households sown (mu) sown per

household (mu) household (mu)
1998 185 2,158.83 13.60 84 445.80 5.31
1999 188 2,791.36 14.85 84 435.30 5.18
2000 187 2,561.53 13.70 83 426.60 5.12

Source: Household survey data.

Table 13 Main grain-sown areas in Jiangxi, 1998–2000

Rice Corn
Number of Total area Average area Number of Total area Average area
households sown (mu) sown per households sown (mu) sown per

household (mu) household (mu)
1998 193 1,736 8.99 - - -
1999 193 1,804 9.34 1 7 7
2000 194 1,943 10.01 9 35.1 3.9

Source: Household survey data.

Table 14 Main grain-sown areas in Sichuan, 1998–2000

Wheat Rice
Number of Total area Average area Number of Total area Average area
households sown (mu) sown per households sown (mu) sown per

household (mu) household (mu)
1998 193 253.8 1.31 199 469.8 2.36
1999 191 248.8 1.30 198 457.0 2.31
2000 182 227.8 1.25 198 444.8 2.25

Source: Household survey data.
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remained the primary production activity and income source of farmers in the main grain
production areas. Third, under the current family-based land contract system, even though
the present situation is not favourable for grain production, farmers continue to keep their
land planted because the relative opportunity cost of land is very low.

Table 15 Chemical fertiliser use in grain production in Shandong, 1999–2000

Urea Ammonium carbonate Bi-ammonium Compound fertilisers
No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per
house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg)

Wheat 1999 141 82 54 255 93 73 107 133
2000 109 83 35 312 1 50 132 124

Corn 1999 132 89 75 258 31 46 92 91
2000 99 91 49 270 - - 91 93

Source: Household survey data.

Table 16 Chemical fertiliser use in grain production in Henan, 1999–2000

Urea Ammonium carbonate Bi-ammonium Compound fertilisers
No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per
house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg)

Wheat 1999 121 91 82 388 49 102 67 253
2000 83 100 71 378 - - 56 244

Corn 1999 81 95 125 216 3 168 4 236
2000 56 100 74 250 - - 7 203

Source: Household survey data.

Table 17 Chemical fertiliser use in grain production in Jilin, 1999–2000

Urea Bi-ammonium Compound fertilisers
No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per
house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg)

Corn 1999 178 347 163 158 66 273
2000 128 233 18 174 83 155

Rice 1999 74 110 52 48 13 64
2000 58 96 - - 20 50

Source: Household survey data.
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Impact on grain production inputs

Chemical fertilisers. Tables 15–19 show the use of chemical fertilisers in grain
production by the sample households in the five surveyed provinces. As the tables show,
the number of households using chemical fertilisers declined greatly from 1999 to 2000,
except in Jiangxi province, although the quantity of chemical fertilisers used per
household in remained relatively stable. This implies that, under the current unfavourable
circumstances, farmers—especially those in poor economic situations—choose to reduce
chemical fertiliser inputs in order to offset the negative impact of low grain prices on their
incomes from grain production.

Mechanised irrigation, agricultural chemicals and plant protection. Tables 20–24
show the inputs of mechanised irrigation, agricultural chemicals and plant protection in
grain production for the sample households in the five surveyed provinces.

The tables reveal that both the number of households using mechanised irrigation,
agricultural chemicals and plant protection and household expenditure on these inputs

Table 18 Chemical fertiliser use in grain production in Jiangxi, 1999–2000

Urea Potassium Compound Calcium
chloride fertilisers magnesium

No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per
house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg)

Early-season 1999 188 74 148 53 95 139 116 159
  rice 2000 182 70 130 51 92 135 91 100
Mid and late- 1999 187 87 126 65 123 152 53 123
  season rice 2000 188 88 135 55 122 154 55 135

Source: Household survey data.

Table 19 Chemical fertiliser use in grain production in Sichuan, 1999–2000

Urea Ammonium Compound
carbonate fertilisers

No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per
house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg) holds hold (kg)

Early-season 1999 20 8 140 60 - -
  rice 2000 2 7 130 3 1 15
Mid and late- 1999 128 18 1 25 40 67
  season rice 2000 68 14 87 88 16 49

1999 27 11 128 56 36 46
Wheat 2000 3 24 73 36 17 30

Source: Household survey data.
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Table 20 Inputs of mechanised irrigation, agricultural chemicals and plant protection in
grain production in Shandong, 1999–2000

Mechanised irrigation Agricultural chemicals Plant protection
No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per
house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds hold (yuan) holds hold (yuan) holds hold (yuan)

Wheat 1999 184 151.1 187 22.8 43 26.1
2000 182 148.5 187 23.6 59 24.9

Corn 1999 164 80.5 162 24.7 32 38.9
2000 163 85.8 167 23.6 48 21.7

Source: Household survey data.

Table 21 Inputs of mechanised irrigation, agricultural chemicals and plant protection in
grain production in Henan, 1999–2000

Mechanised irrigation Agricultural chemicals Plant protection
No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per
house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds hold (yuan) holds hold (yuan) holds hold (yuan)

Wheat 1999 167 157.5 184 39.2 54 37.3
2000 138 149.7 155 33.6 29 43.8

Corn 1999 147 107.3 174 25.5 45 25.5
2000 82 105.4 151 35.2 21 35.2

Source: Household survey data.

Table 22 Inputs of mechanised irrigation, agricultural chemicals and plant protection in
grain production in Jilin, 1999–2000

Mechanised irrigation Agricultural chemicals Plant protection
No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per
house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds hold (yuan) holds hold (yuan) holds hold (yuan)

Corn 1999 31 77.3 162 79.9 115 58.3
2000 24 77.9 151 114.9 118 74.5

Rice 1999 61 218.6 82 53.6 63 63.7
2000 53 270.1 72 142.7 50 115.1

Source: Household survey data.

declined in one way or another from 1999 to 2000. It should be noted that, in 2000, some
of the surveyed provinces suffered natural disasters—for example, Shandong and Sichuan
were hit by drought, Jilin and Sichuan by plant diseases and insect pests. It was these
natural disasters that caused the relatively high expenditures in these provinces in either
mechanised irrigation or in agricultural chemicals and plant protection. Nevertheless, the
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general trend was for farmers to reduce grain production inputs in order to offset the
negative impact of low grain prices on their income from grain production.

Conclusion

On the basis of this analysis, it is possible to draw the following conclusions. First, the
implementation of the 1998 grain marketing policy was undesirable in 1999 and even
more so in 2000. This argument is supported by the fact that farmers mainly sold their
grain at market prices and grain dealers purchased a large quantity of grain directly from
farmers. This implies that, in conditions where the policy implementers (state-owned grain
purchase and storage enterprises) are also independent, profit-making entities, it is very
difficult to guarantee that government policy will be consistently and completely
implemented. In addition, the lack of an effective incentive and supervision mechanism
causes further difficulties in the implementation of the policy.

Table 23 Inputs of mechanised irrigation, agricultural chemicals and plant protection in
grain production in Jiangxi, 1999–2000

Mechanised irrigation Agricultural chemicals Plant protection
No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per
house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds hold (yuan) holds hold (yuan) holds hold (yuan)

Early-season rice 1999 65 82.5 185 76.7 101 61.9
2000 71 93.0 186 69.0 58 34.4

Mid and late-season rice 1999 73 139.9 182 102.9 93 83.8
2000 79 130.7 189 87.9 57 46.9

Source: Household survey data.

Table 24 Inputs of mechanised irrigation, agricultural chemicals and plant protection in
grain production in Sichuan, 1999–2000

Mechanised irrigation Agricultural chemicals Plant protection
No. of Per No. of Per No. of Per
house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds hold (yuan) holds hold (yuan) holds hold (yuan)

Early-season rice 1999 - - 2 21 - -
2000 17 47.5 135 16 52 11.5

Mid and late-season rice 1999 35 22 144 20 59 10
2000 17 47 135 16 52 11.5

Wheat 1999 1 2 126 13 36 9.4
2000 6 57 97 8.4 23 6.6

Source: Household survey data.
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Second, although governments used various methods to prohibit private and individual
grain dealers from engaging in grain trading, grain dealers nonetheless purchased a large
quantity of grain from farmers. This implies that, as long as grain remains a commodity,
the roles of private and individual grain dealers in grain marketing are irreplaceable. It is
interesting that governments only allow state-owned grain purchase and storage
enterprises to engage in grain marketing, even though the state-owned grain purchase and
storage enterprises have no interest in implementing government grain marketing policy.
On the other hand, governments prohibit non-state-owned grain operators from engaging
in grain marketing, and yet private and individual grain dealers are still very active in grain
marketing. This suggests that successful grain marketing requires the participation of
various types of ownership organisations. This will not only make it easier for farmers to
sell grain, but also ease the pressure on the storage capacity of state-owned grain purchase
and storage enterprises, reduce the burden of local governments’ budget subsidies and,
more importantly, return grain prices to reasonable levels. Thus, the first step governments
take should be to allow complete marketisation of the grain crops already dropped from
the protection-price list.

Third, in a situation of aggregate grain supply exceeding aggregate grain demand, it is
necessary for farmers to balance their grain surplus and deficit through trade at country
fairs. Nonetheless, government grain marketing policy only allows state-owned grain
purchase and storage enterprises to purchase grains directly from farmers. Other grain
operators can only purchase grains at above county-level grain wholesale markets or from
state-owned grain purchase and storage enterprises. This has made the country fairs in the
main grain production areas useless in grain marketing and making it easier for farmers to
sell grain. It follows that more grain business operators should be allowed to purchase
grain directly from farmers at country fairs.

Fourth, when grain prices are not favourable to grain producers, farmers in the main
grain production areas choose to reduce grain production inputs rather than reduce grain-
sown areas to offset the negative impact of low grain prices on their income. This has
several implications. First, in the main grain production areas, the comparative advantage
is grain production. Second, the opportunities for farmers to participate in off-farm and
non-grain production activities are few, and grain production is still the primary production
activity and income source for farmers in the main grain production areas. Third, farmers’
adjustments in grain production are rational. In a situation of aggregate grain supply
exceeding aggregate grain demand, land has relatively low opportunity costs in grain
production, while the opportunity costs of capital used to purchase material inputs in grain
production are relatively high. Thus, the reduction of material inputs in grain production
by farmers is reasonable. Nonetheless, reductions of material inputs in grain production, if
they continue to occur as they have been occurring, might reduce China’s overall grain
production capacity in the long run.
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